
P2P Fraud Flags

Conclusion

Even with the intense attention to supplier management internal 
controls due to the impact of the Sarbanes Oxley Act of 2002 and 
other regulatory compliance requirements, there are still situations 
in which contracts are established and invoices are paid to fictitious 
suppliers or suppliers on government watch lists. 

How can a contract be established with a new supplier without any 
due diligence or validation? How is it possible that “legitimate” 
suppliers have a private mailbox at the local UPS Store, a private 
residence, or even a prison address?  Or that invoices a few weeks 
apart with consecutive numbers both get paid? Or “invoices from a 
“supplier” whose address happens to match that of a company 
employee get paid?

As we saw in the Proactis guide: Case Studies in P2P Fraud: What 
Went Wrong?, fraudsters know how to manipulate P2P processes 
that include the supplier master, invoice processing, the payment 
process and credit card processes. Here are the fraud flags to 
consider when conducting a P2P fraud analysis. These fraud flags 
indicate that there are several pieces to the fraud puzzle. Each flag or 
indicator of fraud must not be analyzed separately since there may 
be a false indication of fraud. 
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The aggregate of fraud flags for both the supplier master file and the invoice processing 
and payment process must be considered to determine the total fraud picture. 

As a best practice, a P2P fraud analysis should be included in a continuous controls 
monitoring (CCM) or self-assessment process.  As an additional control, many companies 
include a supplier contract review in their internal controls processes in which purchase 
orders (POs) and invoices are validated with terms and conditions. Key controls should 
always include segregation of duties, system access and delegation of authority. Refer to 
the Proactis Guide: Is it Possible to Achieve Total Fraud Prevention? 

For more information about how 
Proactis can help with fraud prevention, 
contact us today: 

 

Visit proactis.com/us
Call (757) 283-9797

 

Email info-na@proactis.com

Supplier Master File Red Flags

Initials in supplier’s name – If initials are found in the supplier’s name, this is a potential 
red flag.  When creating fictitious suppliers, embezzlers have been found to use only 
initials to make it more difficult to track or refute the existence of a supplier.

PO Box – Many of the fictitious suppliers we have identified use PO Box addresses to 
hide a residential address or to make the company appear larger than it is. 

High risk zip (post) code – Suppliers with addresses in high risk zip codes accumulate 
risk points.  These high-risk zip codes represent zip codes that have a propensity for 
fraud. In the US, a list of high-risk zip codes can be obtained from Experian. 

High risk country – Suppliers with addresses in high risk countries should be analyzed. 
View the countries with a high risk of fraud. 

Multiple suppliers at the same address – This is a case where suppliers seem to exist 
at the same address within the supplier master but do not appear to be related (not 
duplicate suppliers).  This could indicate “bid rigging” schemes and frauds where 
multiple suppliers were set up at the same address.  

Private mail service – Private mail services such as the UPS Store are often used when 
creating fictitious suppliers to give the appearance of an established company at a 
viable business address.  Although used by legitimate businesses, these private 
mailboxes are usually cancelled once a business achieves a certain size and stability.  

Employee/Supplier match – We suggest that the employee master file is 
cross-checked with the suppler master file. Use the employee master file, supplier 
addresses, and employee addresses to cross check along with TINs, EINs and SSNs, 
telephone numbers, and bank accounts. 

Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) – The US Department of the Treasury 
administers and enforces economic and trade sanctions based on US foreign policy 
and national security goals against targeted foreign countries, terrorists, international 
narcotics traffickers, and those engaged in activities related to the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction. These policies prohibit U.S. companies & individuals 
from transacting business with specially designated nationals (SDN).  The SDN’s are 
countries, individuals and companies tracked by OFAC, and there are civil and criminal 
penalties associated with doing business with these SDN’s. Upon set-up, the supplier 
should be reviewed to ensure that the company is not on the OFAC list. 

Prison addresses – Make sure that your supplier master file does not contain prison 
addresses within the U.S.  These addresses have been linked to fraudulent activity in a 
number of cases. In the U.S., a list of prison addresses can be obtained from the 
Federal Bureau of Prisons. 

Scam suppliers – These are suppliers that have been known to perpetrate scams 
against businesses (i.e. hand sanitizer, masks, conferences, newsletters ink cartridges, 
job listings, etc.) and includes known consumer scams. In the US, the Federal Trade 
Commission provides an excellent reference about scam suppliers. 

Invoice and Payment Process Fraud Flags

Frequent changes to supplier bank accounts – Ensure there is a process to validate a 
change to a supplier bank account. This can be done by verifying the information 
directly with the bank.

Consecutive invoice numbering – Individual suppliers with consecutive invoice 
numbering may indicate fraud.  If a supplier’s invoices are numbered consecutively, it’s 
unlikely this supplier is providing goods and services to other customers and may be a 
fraudulent supplier. 

First payment is small, relative to the average – If the first payment issued to the 
supplier is quite small compared to the average payment, this may be a concern. 
Many fraudulent suppliers are set up initially on the basis of a $50-100 invoice, with 
larger invoices processed once the supplier has been added to the master file. 

Even dollar gross amount – With a few exceptions in professional services, invoices 
generally include both dollars and cents.  A total even dollar amounts is fairly unlikely 
but happens more frequently when contrived invoice amounts are created. 

Checks returned to employee – If the issued check is flagged to return to an employee 
or outlying company location versus being routed directly to the supplier, this increases 
the risk for fraud.  ACH payments significantly reduce this risk. 

“Emergency” checks picked up by supplier – Some companies allow suppliers to come 
to their facility to pick up a check. This may occur for “emergency” payments to a 
professional organization or contractor. Because of the risk, this process is strongly 
discouraged. 

High risk accounts – Suppliers with disbursements charged to high risk general ledger 
(GL) accounts could indicate fraud.  Examples are when GL accounts include 
advertising, miscellaneous, sundry, deferred accounts and inter-company accounts.  

No credits – Once a supplier reaches a certain size, it is highly unusual to have no 
credit entries.  A review of payment data can determine the level of risk. 

No PO – Many frauds occur on non-PO invoices. This is a concern if your company has 
a strict PO policy that stipulates the requirement for a PO for all invoices. 

Benford’s Law – Benford’s Law is a well-known audit technique used to flag 
questionable patterns of activity, discovered in the 1920’s by a GE physicist named 
Frank Benford.  When testing sets of transactions from various unrelated sources, 
Benford identified a mathematical phenomenon that confirms that about 30% of the 
numbers had 1 as the first digit, 18% had 2, and only 5% had 9.  Intuitively, one would 
expect a range of numbers to begin with each digit 10% of the time (10% for 0, 10% for 
1, 10% for 2, etc.); however, this is not true.  If the numbers for an individual supplier do 
not conform to the established distribution (+/- a certain percentage), it may indicate 
that the transactions were contrived and potentially fraudulent.  Like any of the other 
flags, Benford’s Law should not be looked at in isolation, but based on risk factors 
present across the supplier. More information on Benford’s law can be found at the 
Journal of Accountancy.

Spending increase – These are suppliers that have experienced significant 
year-over-year increases in spending levels. 

Residential address – A residential address for a commercial or retail company’s billing 
address is a very high-risk.  This is even more compelling as the dollars disbursed 
become too high to represent an individual contractor working out of his/her house.  

P-Card Fraud Flags

Unusual purchases made with a P-Card – Look for personal purchases on a 
cardholder’s P-Card. 

Unusual number of purchases for amounts just below an organization-set minimum – 
Fraudsters like to stay below the radar and will make smaller purchases to avoid 
scrutiny and additional management approval – particularly if they are hiding 
personal purchases. 

Late reconciliations or incomplete reconciliations – Late or incomplete reconciliations 
can indicate a problem if this occurs on a regular basis. 

Missing or forged receipts – If receipts are required for your P-Card program and are 
not included in P-Card reconciliations, this could indicate a potential problem. An 
employee may also attempt to forge a receipt to hide a personal purchase. 

Sudden, unusual patterns in an employee’s monthly P-Card purchases – Changes in 
spending patterns can indicate a potential fraud and should be reviewed. Also look for 
the use of unusual suppliers. The use of MCC codes can block the use of unauthorized 
suppliers. 
Reference: https://www.citibank.com/tts/solutions/commercial-cards/assets/docs/govt/Merchant-Category-Codes.pdf 
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